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Introducing intelligent residential  
on-street charging in your city.
Converting street lights into charge points. 

 



ubitricity: The solution for  
residential on-street charging.

Electric vehicles are becoming more and more popular in the UK.  

As clean air becomes a pressing concern as well as climate change, 

electric vehicles offer a vital solution. The challenge for authorities is 

that this creates increasing demand for electric vehicle charge points 

in residential areas. ubitricity's MobileCharging system provides the 

opportunity to create charge points everywhere that EV users typically 

park, both during the daytime and overnight. The key component of 

the system is the ubitricity SmartCable with integrated mobile 

electricity meter. The SmartCable is unique and contains all the 

technology necessary for communication, metering and billing.  

This reduces the charge point to a lean SimpleSocket; small, affordable 

and easy to integrate even into the smallest street light columns. 

SimpleSockets can be retrofitted into the existing street light, providing 

much needed charging infrastructure in the heart of residential areas, 

with no new street furniture required, next to no reserved EV bays and 

a minimum of installation works.

 ü Reducing charge points to lean and cost-efficient 
SimpleSockets greatly reduces costs to the Local 
Authorities.

 ü Utilising existing infrastructure prevents additional 
street clutter.  

 ü The roll out of charging infrastructure in residential 
areas reduces the need for reserved parking bays, 
removing conflict with non EV users. 

 ü The simple, reliable technology ensures that  
low-cost electricity can be provided to EV users.

 ü The cost-efficient operating model also allows  
Local Authorities to cover their costs. 

 ü The MobileCharging system: Profit from a  
one stop shop solution including hardware,  
maintenance and billing.

The MobileCharging system

The intelligent charging cable: 
The SmartCable

The economical charge point:
The SimpleSocket

SimpleSockets do not need to feature any 

static communication, access or billing 

technology. This reduces the purchase price 

significantly. Compact measurements allow 

integration into different street light columns. 

Transparent billing: 
The ConnectivityManager

EV users receive a monthly bill detailing  

their charging transactions and costs. The  

ConnectivityManager supplies information  

on all charging events in real-time. 

The user of the electric vehicle purchases the 

SmartCable, which features an integrated 

electricity meter and communication SIM 

card. It unlocks the SimpleSocket and records 

each charging transaction. 



Advantages of the  
ubitricity solution in a smart city.

Reduce public investments.
The ubitricity logic ensures that the technology that is needed most 

– the charge point – becomes the cheapest component. ubitricity's 

SimpleSockets can easily be integrated into existing infrastructure, 

where an electricity supply has already been provided. This makes 

additional costly street furniture for charging unnecessary – an  

elegant and economic solution. 

Create scalable infrastructure. 
Thanks to lower costs, more charge points can be installed. Three 

on-street charge points are recommended per EV user, reducing the 

need to reserve parking bays for EVs. 

Reduced delivery time. 
The SimpleSockets do not require any planning permission to retrofit 

into street lights. This considerably reduces the planning and lead-in 

time for the delivery of new charge points.

Reduce the operating costs. 
The ubitricity charge points also minimise operational effort and costs. 

This enables large-scale deployment of EV infrastructure.

Resident choice.
Each resident chooses an individual mobile electricity contract for  

their SmartCable, with an electricity provider of their choice. This way, 

EV users bring their own electricity tariff everywhere they charge.

ELEXON approved.  
The ubitricity model for charging has received its ELEXON approval. 

This means that no energy costs are incurred by the council. The owner 

of the SmartCable is invoiced directly for their energy consumption.  

A relief both for administrators and local tax payers.

No need for multiple cables.
SmartCable owners are able to charge at third-party charging infra-

structure without needing an additional cable. The SmartCable will 

simply work as a standard cable.

Invest in future smart grids. 
The ubitricity technology supports smart grid solutions such as 

demand side and response management as well as smart charging 

possibilities.
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